


Copper Garden was created in 2013 as a way to share my outfits,
personal style and new makeup purchases but has since branched
out to include travel.

In September 2016, I quit my job and took up blogging full time
which has allowed me to travel the world and Copper Garden has
become more of a travel journal alongside the outfit posts. This is
a positive step in the direction of incorporating my love for travel
into a style-heavy website.

Previous collaborations include:



www.copper-garden.co.uk
50,000 views permonth

coppergardenx
14,450

coppergarden
42,300

coppergardenx
15,300

jessicasheppard
800 views per story

Stats updated 27th March 2017



BLOGPOST	£500
Complete focus on thebrand

5+ high res images incl	closeups
300 or more	words

5 links
3 Social shares

No other brands included

VIDEO		£400
Haul,	lookbook, tutorial,	etc

Up to 100 words indescription
Links indownbar
2 social shares

No other brands included

INSTAGRAM	IMAGE* £250
Image focused	onbrand
Hi-res imagery
Tagged brand
Hashtags ofchoice
No other brands included

INSTAGRAM	TAKEOVER	£600
1 image to my	account to promote	
5 images posted	to chosen account

SNAPCHAT/INSTA	STORY	TAKEOVER £350
Up to 20 images/videos to story
1	post	to my	own story/snapchat

*most popular options
Social shares are to instagram, twitter or facebook See following
page for innovation, gifting and travel Please ask for more
information!

INSTAGRAM	IMAGE	(3-in-1)* £350
Three	images	in	one	post
Hi-res imagery
Tagged brand
Hashtags ofchoice
No other brands included

SNAPCHAT/INSTAGRAM	STORY	 £350
Up to 15 images/videos to story
On	Instagram,	brand	tagged



Gifting
I do accept gifting however this is not a garuanteed feature and will 
only be posted should I find that it fits my content and will not be 
within a specific time limitation.

DayRate
- My day rate is £1,000.
- This could be attending an event, shoot or other.
- I have a set rate which is flexible if more than one day is necessary.
- Travel to be compensated on final invoice.
- Should more than one day be required, accommodation is to be
arranged.

Travel
- This could be a hotel review, airline review, trip somewhere, etc.
- Please see ‘travel’ tab on my blog for previous travel content.
- All travel content to be discussed as an innovation with regards to 
payment and content agreements as every collaboration is different.

Innovation
Any ideas for content that you haven’t seen mentioned within this media
kit can be open for discussion, for example if the brief will require an
event with social coverage or a trip away.
Please email me to chat about this further including budget, what is
expected and any ideas I will be happy to share some creativity!



I look forward to collaborating with you
coppergarden@live.co.uk


